
My Visit To Ripley’s 

Aquarium of Canada  



 

 

Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada is a very popular attraction located in the heart of 

downtown Toronto. The Aquarium welcomes many families, students, and visitors daily. 

Be prepared to share the space with many other people. This may mean waiting in lines 

to enter or purchase something, or waiting your turn to see an animal up close. Please 

note the Aquarium is less busy on weekdays after 2pm, and on weekends from 5pm-

11pm.   

 

 The Aquarium has washrooms located inside the entrance, as well as midway through. 

All of our washrooms include wheelchair accessible stalls, as well as access steps at the 

sinks. There is a fully accessible washroom located near the Cargo Hold Gift Shop.  

 

There is a Café midway through the Aquarium where food is available for purchase. 

Bagged lunches can be eaten at several locations around the aquarium, including the 

Dangerous Lagoon Overlook, the Rainbow Reef exhibit, the Ray Bay exhibit, and the 

Shoreline Gallery. Please note that these are not designated eating spaces, and you will 

likely be sharing the space with other guests.  

 

There are various lighting levels throughout the Aquarium. These lighting levels are in 

place to suit the lifestyles and habitat of our animals. Areas that are dimly lit include Ca-

nadian Waters, parts of Dangerous Lagoon, The Gallery, and Planet Jellies.  

 

Please note that there are no stairs that the general public will be required to take in the 

Aquarium. The front entrance of the Aquarium is flanked with ramps on both sides, and 

the path inside the Aquarium is all ramped flooring. If attending a birthday party or 

school workshop at the Aquarium, there is elevator access to the classrooms.  



I am going on a trip with my school to Ripley’s Aquarium of 

Canada. During my trip, I will learn all about the many animals 

that live in the aquarium.  

 Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada is the largest indoor aquarium in the 

country. It is in downtown Toronto, right next to the CN Tower.  



When I get to the aquarium, I will meet an Educator. They will go over 

the rules with us. The rules are:  

1. Only walk in the aquarium. I do not want to trip or fall. 

2. Stay with your grown up.  

3. If you get lost, find someone who works at the aquarium. They will be 

wearing shirts that look like this: 

 

4. Before touching any animals, ask permission and how to touch 

safely.  

School Visits 



I will enter the aquarium through the groups entrance on Bremner 

Boulevard, right near the Metro Toronto Convention Centre, just 

east of the main entrance. I will walk up the shaded ramp that 

leads to the door. If it is raining, the ramp is sheltered. 



I will walk into the main lobby. It will be bright and it may be 

loud and busy. An Aquarium employee will be scanning guest 

tickets with a small machine. As I am with my school, we get to 

walk right in with an Aquarium Educator.  



I will enter the Aquarium near the “Waters Of The World” exhibit. 

There are washrooms just to my left. These are the closest wash-

rooms to the classrooms, and are the only washrooms until we reach 

the Discovery Centre, the halfway point of the Aquarium.  



We will then go to the Acclimation Room, where we can hang up any 

coats and bags we do not want to carry around with us. The room is 

small and can get loud and busy. I will stay calm. If I get overwhelmed I 

can wait on the overlook just outside the room.  



The Overlook looks over the Dangerous Lagoon exhibit. This is the largest 

exhibit in the aquarium, and it is home to Sand Tiger Sharks, Sawfish, Sea 

Turtles, and more. Part of the floor is see-through! This area can get very 

busy in the mornings as school groups get organized, and some groups 

eat their lunch there.  



Our school programs will take place in the Atlantic and Pacific Class-

rooms. We will meet an Educator at the bottom of the stairs leading to 

the rooms. In the classrooms, we will get to learn all about the animals in 

the aquarium [cooperative component]. If it gets too loud, I can step out-

side of the room with a grown up.  

The classrooms are well-lit, and are up a flight of stairs near the Accli-

mation Room. There is elevator access (right of stairs) to these class-

rooms if needed. There is a mezzanine just outside of the classrooms 

where students can go for quiet time during programs if needed. 

Caretaker Tip: 

Classroom Workshops 



Our Tank Talk will take place at the Pacific Kelp exhibit. This is the tallest 

exhibit in the aquarium! We will sit in front of the exhibit and listen to an 

Educator explaining the habitat inside. It is dark in this area, but I will be 

surrounded by people who know me and who make me feel safe. There 

may be some strangers walking past our Tank Talk, but they will not in-

terfere with our fun. There is a small bench in the corner where I can go 

if I need some time to calm down. We will be able to touch some animal 

artefacts. I will wait my turn to touch, and I will be gentle with the speci-

mens.  

Tank Talk 



Exploring The Aquarium  

There is an instrumental music track playing throughout the 

aquarium. The songs change depending on your location around 

the building. 

Caretaker Tip:  



Throughout the Aquarium, I may notice people who are dressed like this. 

These are the Security Guards at the Aquarium. These people are here to 

help if I get lost or feel frightened. I can approach them and ask for help.  

After our programs are finished, we can explore the Aquarium at our 

own pace. We will start at Canadian Waters, where we will see every-

thing from familiar fish in the Great Lakes exhibit, to a Blue Lobster, to an 

Octopus! I may 

need to look 

carefully– the Oc-

topus is excellent 

at hiding!  

Caretaker Tip: 

This area is very dimly lit with a slight blue tint to the 

lighting. This area can be crowded on busy days. 



After passing the tall Pacific Kelp 

exhibit (pictured on left) in Ca-

nadian Waters, I will get to the 

Rainbow Reef exhibit (pictured 

on next page). This is the Aquar-

ium’s most biodiverse tank- 

with over 100 different species 

of fish calling it home. It is very 

bright and colourful here, and 

there is lots of space to sit down 

if I need a break. 

Canadian Waters leads to the Pacific Kelp exhibit. This area is ramped 

with a downward slope to the Rainbow Reef. There are Rainbow Reef 

shows daily at 1:15 and 7:15. Be sure to check TV monitors for infor-

mation as these showtimes are subject to change. On busy days, the 

1:15 show can be very noisy. Because there is a walkway leading 

through the audience area of the show, the experience can be a bit 

chaotic. When possible, opting to see a later show may result in a more 

intimate experience. 

Caretaker Tip: 





Straight on from the Rainbow Reef is the Dangerous Lagoon Tunnel. 

This tunnel is equipped with a moving sidewalk, so you can stand still 

and be brought all around this wonderful exhibit. This tunnel can be-

come very crowded and warm. There are many lighting changes 

throughout the tunnel. You are welcome to walk through the tunnel at 

any point if you would prefer to get off of the moving sidewalk. 

If you do not wish to go through the tunnel, make a sharp left just past 

the Rainbow Reef exhibit. This shortcut bypasses the tunnel and brings 

you right to Reef Sharks and then into the Discovery Centre.  

Caretaker Tip: 



After the Rainbow Reef exhibit comes the Dangerous Lagoon! This is the 

same exhibit we looked down on at the overlook when we first arrived at 

the Aquarium. This exhibit is filled with many different animals I can try 

and spot, and I can relax as I pass through it on the moving glide path. 

There are times when this tunnel gets very dark and a bit crowded. I am 

able to step off of the moving glide path whenever I need to, and there 

will always be a member of staff in the tunnel if I need any help.  



Coming out of the tunnel, we have reached the Discovery Centre. 

There is a water table, a play structure, a café, and a touch tank.  

After the Dangerous Lagoon tunnel and the Reef Sharks exhibit, 

you will find the Discovery Centre. This is the halfway point 

through the Aquarium. This area can get very loud and busy.  

Caretaker Tip: 



 At the Discovery Centre touch tanks, there will always be Educators pre-

sent to help me. I am welcome             

to touch the Horseshoe Crabs 

gently on the top with two fin-

gers.  

I am welcome to touch the sharks with 

two fingers gently on their backs as long 

as they are laying still. I will listen to the Educators at the touch tank and 

ask them any questions I can think of. I will not splash in the touch tanks, 

so that I do not scare the animals.  

Touch Guide 



Just beside the touch tanks are the washrooms. There is a small 

nursing room next to the men’s washroom that could make for 

a nice quiet space if necessary. 

Caretaker Tip: 



The play structure has two slides, a climbing structure, a tank with puff-

erfish that I can look inside, and a play submarine that gives a great view 

of the Dangerous Lagoon. This is a good option if the tunnel was by-

passed. The play structure may be filled with other children who want 

to do some playing, too. I will share the space with them, and if I get 

frustrated I will find my grown up.  

Inside the submarine, there are many lights and sounds that change at 

the press of a button. One of these noises is an alarm. This is just a pre-

tend alarm sound- we are safe inside of the Aquarium. If I do not like the 

sound, I can leave the submarine- the noise does not carry outside of the 

playground area.  



The water table represents the Ontario lock system. It is a fun and inter-

active way to learn all about the locks! There may be lots of children 

splashing at this tank. I may accidentally get a bit wet. If that happens, I 

will tell my grown up right away so that they can help me. 

The Café sells all sorts of 

foods, from salads and 

soups to hot dogs and fish 

tacos! There is plenty of 

seating available if I need 

to take a moment to rest.  



The Discovery Centre leads into The Gallery, an area filled with bright  

coral and venomous fish. The lighting is dim in this area. This is where I 

can see animals like the Piranha, Cuttlefish, and the Electric Eel! The Elec-

tric Eel exhibit makes some zapping sounds, and there is a metal circle I 

can touch that will give me a small shock. If I do not like the sounds, I can 

keep walking to the next exhibit. 



There is a special exhibition on display called “Curious Creatures”. In this 

room, fantastic animals are on display, such as the Sarcastic Fringehead 

and the Peacock Mantis Shrimp. This room can become very crowded 

and loud, as there is a very popular punching bag interactive near the 

Mantis Shrimp tank. There is also a tablet computer where I can make 

my face look like a shrunken head, I know to wait my turn at these exhib-

its. There is a dark area where the Flashlight Fish live. It is dark there be-

cause the Flashlight Fish like to live in dark parts of the ocean.  

If I become agitated, I can walk through the exit to get to Ray Bay, an    

area that is typically quite calm. 



Ray Bay is an open space that looks into our large Stingray exhibit. 

This exhibit holds four different types of Stingrays, one species of 

shark, and many different fish. 

There are shows that take place here at 11:15, 3:15, and 5:15.  

Be sure to check showtimes on the TV monitors, as they are 

subject to change. The space may become quite busy at these 

times. 

Caretaker Tip: 



Just beyond Ray Bay is Planet 

Jellies. This area holds all of 

the Jelly Fish in the Aquarium.  

The first large tank filled with Pacific Sea Nettles is illuminated 

by a light that changes colours. Though this area can be quite 

calming, the colour-changing light is quite intense and can both-

er sensitive eyes.  

Caretaker Tip: 



The Planet Jellies area is very dimly lit, and there are several interactive 

games spaced throughout the area that can get very noisy and busy.  

Caretaker Tip: 



After Planet Jellies, there is a large ramp that leads us up to the LSS, or 

Life Support Systems, here at Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada. In this area, 

there are giant, brightly coloured filters that clean all of the water in our 

exhibits. There are two interactive games on the ramp, one of which 

makes loud whoosh sounds as it pushes balls through tunnels.  

 

The ramp leads up to Photoport, an area where guests can purchase 

photos taken with their friends and family! In this area, there may be an 

occasional camera flashing. On busy days, people may line up to get their 

photos taken- if I do not wish to get a photo, I can walk right past the line

-up. 



Inside the washroom, there is a bright red button next to the toilet. This 

button is what I can press if I need someone from the Aquarium to 

come and help me for any reason. This is not the button that flushes the 

toilet. If I press this button, there 

will be a very loud noise that will 

sound. This sounds lets staff 

members nearby know that I am 

inside the washroom, and that I 

would like some help. If I press 

this button by accident, that is 

OK. I can pull the red button to-

wards me to make the noise stop.  

After Photoport, there is an accessible washroom on the left. When the 

red light outside the washroom is lit, that means the washroom is in 

use. To enter the washroom, simply wait for the light to go out, and 

press the large button to open the door. This washroom is equipped 

with an adult changing station. 

Caretaker Tip: 



The last exhibits at the Aquarium are Touch Exhibits. In the Shrimp exhib-

it, there are Scarlet Cleaner Shrimp. If I place my hands in this tank and 

keep them still, the shrimp may approach me and start to clean my fin-

gers! They are not biting my hands- just pulling at any dirt or dry skin and 

then bringing it into their mouths. Some people say that this tickles, oth-

ers say it feels like a small bug is poking you. Some people really like the 

feeling, and some do not. If I am finished with the shrimp, I will take my 

hands out of the water slowly, the shrimp will not come out of the water. 

It is important that I do not splash in the water- I am much bigger than 

the shrimp are, and my 

splashing could make them 

very frightened.   



The final and biggest touch exhibit in the Aquarium holds the Stingrays. 

It can get very busy, and quite noisy in this area. To reach into the water, 

I need to get close to the edge. There may be many people crowded in 

this area and I may need to wait my turn.  



Once I get to the edge, I am 

able to reach into the water 

and hold my hand still. The 

Stingrays are covered in small 

electroreceptors called Ampul-

lae Di Lorenzini. These help 

the stingrays to sense any 

electrical impulses in the wa-

ter- like a heartbeat. If they 

would like to be touched, they 

will sense my heartbeat and 

swim close to my hand. I can 

touch gently with an open 

palm on the Stingray’s backs. I 

should not touch their eyes, tails, or spiracles. These Stingrays get their 

venomous barbs clipped, just like I get my fingernails clipped, so there 

is no way that they can sting me.  

There will be Educators working at these exhibits. They are happy to 

help with anything, so do not hesitate seeking assistance.  Sometimes, 

an Educator may make an announcement over the microphone to re-

mind everyone how to properly touch the Stingrays. This may be a bit 

noisy.  

Caretaker Tip: 



The last place I will visit in the Aquarium is the Cargo Hold Gift Shop. 

There are lots of soft toys and interesting books in the shop.  There are 

also many fragile items- I will be very careful when I walk through. It may 

get noisy and crowded in the gift shop. If I become upset, I can walk 

straight through to the turnstiles at the exit of the shop. 



 When I pass through the turnstiles, I am back in the Lobby. 



I had a great time at Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada! I can go 

through the Aquarium again and again- as long as I do not 

exit through the gift shop. I cannot wait to come back to 

the Aquarium to see some of my fishy friends again. 


